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Abstra
ct
A chi
mera state occursa when
group of identical oscillators
divide
s into two subgroups,
one with synchronized activity, and one with unsynchronized
Found commonly
activity.
in Abrams
-Strogatz and in Kuramoto coupling,
hisstatehas
t been studied in many
media, such as chemical, mechanical,
and optical.
Similar simulations have been

investigated for media not as easily studied experimentally,
The such as ne
theoretical
basis of
the chimera
state is still under
Here,
study.
the chimera state is
studied ontext
in c
of the -Huber
Braun model for neurons,
the with
two aforementioned
coupling
schemes
. Forms of the chimera state
different from the norm
are
demonstrated, including (changes
transientover ,time)
phase
-clustered
(both subgroups
synchronized
, but
withdifferent
types of
activity)
, andpartial
chimeras
(part of
the
incoherent subgroup synchronizes
the coherent
with
subgroup)
. These results are

important in the realm of neural synchronization, specifically in the c
unihemispheric slow wave (USWS)
sleep observed in some mammalian and avian
species, alongasymmetric
with
eye closure (ASEC) in
asymmetric
lizardsleep
and
s noted
in apneic human
tients.
pa
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Chapter1-Introduction and Background

A chimera
state
occurs when
a gro
up of identical oscillators
divides
into two sub

groups
,one of whi
ch exhibits synchronized
activity, while the members of the other
subgroup all exhibit different
Thebehaviors.
term
chimera, however,
originally meant
something else entirely.

Different kinds of chimeras
The origin of the termhad
chimera
little tothdoscience;
wi
the word was first
used in Ancient Greece.
In more recent times,
chimera
theconcept was adapted
for
genetic
studies, and utilized
then
to describe
a state of synchronization.
Thus,himeras
c
and chimera states
are found and studied inerent
many areas
diff of science.

Mythological
In Ancient Greece,
himera
a cwas a beast to be
a fire
feared
-breathing lion, with

a goats head emerging from its back, and a snake for a tail. The idea o
mishmash or perhaps better said, incongruity
of pa
rts is whatvived
sur in
the
modern concept himera.
of c Nowadays, the name
himera
c
is given to anything that

seems to be made of incoherent or mismatched pieces, or things that occ
when they, by all rights,
t. should no
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Gene/Genetic
A gene chimer
a typically comes about naturally, recombination
through DNA
.
Essentially, a portion of a DNA strand is
is
then
clipped
replaced
out,
with
anda different
segment. When this happens
ingenes, an entirely new gene can Since
be formed.
the
1970s, gene
splici
ng has also been
experimentally reproduced
in laboratories (Berg et
al.
,1974).
A genetic chimera
, on the other occurs
hand,t aa larger
scale this time, in the
womb.On the rare occurrence
two that
embryos
merge,onebeingis created
which has
two disti
nct genomes
. While this
phenomenoncan go unnoticed, periodically the
combination of the two DNA can be highly visible,
named
such
Venus
as that
a cat
appears to be black with green eyes on one half of her face, and tabby
the other half

(see

Venus

the

amazing

chimera

cat

at

https://www.facebook.com/VenusTheAmazingChimeraCat
). Such occurrences
also
happen with dogs,periodically,
and
even humans.
An odd case with a human chimera
cropped up in Washington State about a decade ago.
rly lost
A woman
her nea
children

to the state because DNA testing showed that the children were not rela

After
another case appeared in Massachusetts, doctors discovered
s
that the
bodies
contained
two different strands of
basically,
DNA
they
their
are own twins
(Shes Her Own Twin
, 2006). effect
This
has been reproduced by
artificially
combining
a
goat embryo and a sheep The
embryo.
resulting
imera
ch has been called (Its
a geep
a
geep, 1984
). Similar studies along these lines have
ientists
allowed
to create
sc
actual
cross
-breedsfosheep and goats (Roth ).
et al., 1989
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Dynamical
A dynami
cal chimera
occurs when
an array
of identical oscillators
intodivided

two subgroups, each with different activity. One subgroup (usually deno

has complete synchronization of every element within it, while the othe
(group B) exhibitshronization
desync
of all itswith
elements
respect
each
to other
,as
well as
with respect to the oscillators
A. This
in state
group
been
hasobserved rious
in va
media, utilizing vastly different experimental
hassetups,
been investigated
and

computationally and theoretically
. Inasa well
later section, chemical, optical,
m echani
cal, and (of course)
dynamical
neuralhimeras
c
will be discussed.

Synchronizat
ion

Pikovsky, Rosenblum and Kurths wrote an extensive text on the conc
synchronization
2001.
in Topics include
, but are not limited
theto:
discovery
of

synchronization,
-sustained
self
oscillators, phase, relaxation oscillator sync
nois
e effects, and excitable
.Notions
systemsand concepts from et
Pikovsky
al.
(2001)

relevant to chimeras and their analysis, along with some interesting pe
and history
, will be presented here.
History

Christia
an Huygens, a Dutch researcher,
invented the pendulum clock in the mid
1600s. While working on improvements
-faring
for sea
versions of said clocks, he
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observed an interesting phenomenon. Two clocks, attached to the same su
into anti
-phase synchronization. In other endu
terms,
lums the
swung
p with the same
period and
hit the lowest point
their
ofswing simultaneously,
it opposite
but h
high
points (one swung
left, the other right) at the
Through
same further
time.
study of this
phenomenon, Huygens realized that the beamthe
from
clocks
which
hung acted as a
coupling system, allowing the clocks to mutually
A discovery
synchronize.
along the
same str
andwas found
in the mid 1800s
by Lord Rayleigh, who observed quenching,
oscillation death, when two pipe organs tunedtch
to played
the same
beside
pi one
another. The notes playedorgan
by each
would sometimes
completely ther
smo each

otherout.Synchronization was also demonstrated between triode generators
Eccles and J. H. Vincent in 1920. This concept was
rd expanded
Appleton on
and
by Edwa
Balthasar van der Pol, who demonstrated entrainment, or the ability to

oscillator via a weaker external signal with a slightly different perio
Pikovsky
et al.
(2001) put it, used to stabilizey the
of afrequenc
powerful generator
with the help of one
h was
whic
weak but very (p.
precise
5)
.

Another major synchronization
y mentioned
discover by Pikovsky et al. was mad
by Jean
-Jacques Dortous de Marian, a French/mathematician,
astronomer who noted

synchroniz
ation in living systems in 1729. In his observations of a haric

movement of the plants leaves, which moved in association with the chan

between night and day. This oscillation occurred even when the plant wa

dayl
ight in a dark room. In biological systems, such oscillations are re
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circadian rhythms, which are subject to external influence. Most biolog
adjusted to the 24 hour day of Earth.
Definitions

Pikovsky et al.
e synchronizat
defin ion as
an adjustment of rhythms of oscillatin
objects eduto their weak interaction
( p. 8). Essentially, the coupling between
oscillators allows them to influence each other and
actions
changedue
their
to own

external influence. The type and
f the
strength
coupling
o is dependent, of course, o
form of interaction between the oscillators. A type of synchronization
entrainment, or frequency locking, which
when
may
there
occur
is coupling between
two unique oscillators with different
al frequencies.
initi
Though each started with a
different frequency, theysettle
might into the same frequency;
however,the

occurrence of such depends upon the coupling strength and the amount by
frequencies differ.
Mutualsynchronization comeswhen
about
two oscillators influence

each other equally (equal coupling), and both adjust their own frequenc
said influence.
The phasedifference between oscillators
two
for example, neuron
and
neuron , each firing
andat, respectively
is defined as
= 2
where

>

>

-

,

(Rosenblum et al.,High
2001).
stochastic phase synchronization

characterized
by minimal changes in the phase differences between oscillato
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period of time. Spanning a range from 0 (complete desynchronization) to
synchronization), the synchronization
? is defined
index
as
=

(

( )) + sin(

) ,

where the brackets indicate
-averages.
time The synchronization
? characterize
index s
how narrow (or wide)
distribution
the of phase differences
would be, with 0 spread out

fairly evenly and 1 referring tofunction
a Dirac peak
deltaof perfect synchronizatio
(Rosenblum et al.,
. 2001)

Self
-sustainedscillators
O

A self
-sustained oscillator
maintains its oscillations at a rhythm establis
internal parameters. If perturbed by a small amount,
l return
the system
its
to
wil

original rhythm;
this restoration can be described as the phase of an oscill
to its limit cycle on the phase
t cycle
plane.
is Aa limi
simple. attractor
No matter where
or how a self
-sustained system starts out, after some
and
transient
movement,
time
it

will end up on the limit cycle.
-sustained
The self
oscillator will continue as long a

a significant source of energy. For certain parameter values, these osc
exhibit chaotic activity
their signals.
in
Undernditions,
some co neurons are capable of
exhibiting-sustained
self
oscillations. As Pikovsky
(2001)
mention,
et al.[s]elf
-sustained

oscillators are a subset of the wider class of dynamical systems, meani
and by extension, neural chimeras,
considered
can be
dynamical in nature (p. 27).
Self
-sustained oscillators have three main dissipation,
characteristics
stability,

and non-linearity. Dissipation occurs naturally in systems, meaning ener

irretrievably lost to heat. An internal
suchpower
as potential
source energy, batterie
Page 10
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or chemical reactions
is required to maintain oscillation. Stability is part

dissipation. Systems
neither
that
dissipate nor regenerate their internal energy w

in their new position (and
in their
maintanew amplitude) if perturbed. Systems t

dissipate energy may be stable or unstable. Stable systems have periodi

specific conditions, while linear systems are unable to find a stable c

go to zero or infinity,
ring
rende
them unstable. As Pikovsky et al. conclude, t
characteristic of stability -implies
sustaining
thatoscillators
self
-linear.
are non
With a weak coupling strength,
coupled
self
-sustained
oscillators maintain their

own amplitudes while synchronizing
eir frequencies.
th
However, the frequencies m

continue to have a phase difference between them, which allows us to sp
phase shift between the..
.signals
This is denoted phase synchronizatio
n (pp. 20
-21,

Pikovsky et
).When
al. the coupling betwe
en oscillators is quite strong, it affect

the frequencies and the amplitudes, which can force the oscillators int
activity, called complete synchronization.
Along a similar
and
str
of thought, relaxation oscillators
-sustained
are self

oscillators that have periods of slow and fast change. Rather than a co
asa sinusoid
), the oscillator will have a pulsing
ce a slowly
output.
growing
On parameter

reaches a threshold, a rapid change (such as a discharge)great
occurs. Neuro

example of ,
such
as mentioned by Pikovsky
; once
et the
al. membrane potential reaches
a threshold value, a sharp spike in voltage
as sodium
takes place
enters the
, cell
dischargingpotential
the
difference
theacross
cell
membrane. The potential
dif
ference
then slowly begins to build up again.
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Phase
Unlike amplitude, phase does not have
s neutral),
stabilitymeaning
(it
thatit
i can

be influenced by a weak external force. Pikovsky et al. label the diffe
natural frequency ofllator
the osci
and the frequency of the force as detuning.

is equal to zerothe
when
force acting on an oscillator exhibits a frequency i

the natural frequency of the oscillator; this means the force holds the
phase.
A small detun
ing can cause synchronousor
behavior
phase locking
, where there
is a stable phase difference between the force and
. This
the effectively
oscillator
entrains the oscillator. For large detuning,
may not bethe
great
enough
forcetoentrain
the oscilla
tor,
andthe phase difference
will vary
over time.

When detuningminimal
is (smaller than a critical value), the oscillator

entrained
by the driving, force
and its frequency changes to match the frequency
force. The
egion
r of parameter space
r which
fo this
-called
so frequency locking
occurs
can be plotted
the
asforcing amplitude
(e) is plotted
.the
vsmismatch between the
driving
force frequenc
y ?()and the natural frequency of the driven
? 0).This
oscillator
region of entrainment typically
s atriangular
hashape and is referred
an Arnold
to as
tongue. This is a narrow region for small amplitudes, growing wider at
the amplitude increases.
In other words, the force can entrain the oscillator

frequency mismatches
theasamplitude of the force is increased. For a force

vanishing small amplitude, the only possible entrainment is with virtua

between oscillator and driving
As detailed
force.
by Pikovsky et al., an importan
characteristic of ld
thetongue
Arno is [f]or
that small
e the borders of the tongue are
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straight lines [f]or
e thelarge
form of the tongue depends on the particular pro
of the oscillator and the
(p.force
52footnote
). The order of Arnold tongues is
described n:m
as, whe
re n represents the number of pulses
m cycles
within of the

oscillator. These Arnold tongues can be shifted along the force frequen
of the tongue rests onm?a0/n
value
, leading to n:m
order
. Higher order tongues are
narrower, makingrimental
expe
observation difficult.

Relaxation Oscillator
ynchronization
S
Relaxation oscillators can be forced in three different ways. The

res
et by pulses, the threshold for activation can be shifted, and the na

the oscillator
can be changed.
For the first method, Pikovsky et al. word it bes

effect of the pulses on the dynamics [of an oscillator] is obvious: the
oscillation period and thereforence
directly
the phase
influe
of the oscillator
(p.71).As

forthe threshold for activation, if it is increased, it will take longe

build up to it, and rif
eased,
it isthe
decdischarge will occur sooner. If the thr

modulated (changed in a periodic fashion), the relaxation
ecome
oscillator wi
synchronized
with the modulating.Synchrony
period
can be
also
induced
by varying the
natural frequency.

Noise ffects
E
Theremay benatural weak externalacting
forceson any natural. system
To
compensate, or account for, such
noiseforces,
is used
to cause random perturbations.
This can result
phaseindiffusion
, in which noise added
an oscillato
to r randomly knocks
the phase indirection
one
along the cycle.
Page 13
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Noise can have complex effects on nonlinear systems,
Oscillations
however.
can

be induc
ed by noise, however, and periodic forcing of a large
-driven
class of no
systems demonstrates the stochastic
effect of resonance
(p. 94,
Pikovsky
et al.
, 2001).

Leaky integrate
-and-fire oscillators, or oscillators that change amplitude r

sometimes fluctuate enough to surpass the threshold, are believed to de
functioning of some sensory neurons that in the absence of stimulation

(p. 95,
Pikovsky et al., 2001). With a varying threshold, the interspike
a
i
determinable distribution, which is a display of stochastic resonance.

However, in the research in this thesis, the effects of noise will

investigated directly; a noise term is simply used to provide a realist
fluctuation or ity
variabil
to the neural model used here.
Neurons as Excitable Systems
Neurons, along with a few other cells in the body, are considered

systems. Such systems experience a spike if a threshold is surpassed, w

that remain below the
hold
thres
have a trifling response or no reaction at all
spike, or action potential, the system does not respond to stimulus of

a recovery period. Neurons are thus relaxation oscillators. Their sensi

particular thresho
ld makes them highly nonlinear. A model of coupled neurons

considered as a group of coupled nonlinear oscillators, and the process
entrainment described above can all occur in neuralexternal
systems.force
Here, the

providing the entrainment
esults rfrom the actions of other neurons: specifica
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mean field in the -Strogatz
Abrams
coupling configuration-local
and the
coupling
non
in
the Kuramoto coupling configuration.

Dynamical Chimeras: Twooupling
C
Schemes

A chimera state can be ated
gener
using several different types of coupli

schemes
. Here, I will discuss computational coupling schemes often used i
research, and how these schemes are utilized in different media.

Kuramoto
A dynamical coupling scheme was used by al.
Kuramoto
in their
et 2002 paper
Coexistence of coherence and incoherence
-locally
in coupled
non
phase oscillators.
In

fact, this paper was the first to report such coexistence of synchroniz
unsynchronized activity.
The Kuramoto coupling consists of oscillators
a ring (see Figurewith
1)

periodic boundary conditions. Coupling strength decreases exponentially

around the ring. Though Kuramoto
et al.
used phase oscillators, any kind of oscil

can be substituted (such as the optical
ntal setup,
experime
discussed in a later sect

As the oscillators interact, they spontaneously begin
zed groups,
forming
while
synchroni
the remaining oscillators
staydesynchronized.
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Figure
1. Example of the
Kuramoto ring.
As can be
seen, the oscillators
coupling
, illustrated by
the thick
ness of the blue
curves,decreases with
distance, in units of
neurons, as will be
discussed in Chapter 2.

Abrams and Strogatz (2004) explored the concept
ra states
of chime
in a

Kuramoto(2002)
set up
, with one dimension and periodic boundaries. In their
they found that there are stable and unstable chimera states in a ring

years later, they went on to develop another system for finding chimera

Abrams-Strogatz
Anothercoupling scheme
in which chimera states can
is occur
the Abrams
Strogatz pling
cou (Abrams et 2008
al.,
).For this coupling scheme,
wo equalt subgroups
(A and B) are defined from one group of identical
(see Figure
oscillators
. The
2)
coupling
strength
between the groups is smaller than strength
the coupling
within the groups,

with the inter
-group coupling strength between A and B equal to the coupling
B and A, and the
-group
intracou
pling of A equaling thatntra
of-gro
B.upThe
coupling
i
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term is designed such
eachthat
oscillator in influenced
a group is equally by every other

oscillator in its group. Each oscillator in one group is also coupled e
oscillator in the other group, as indicated
-group couplin
by
g.Abrams
inter et define
al.
this setup as the simplest model that supports chimera states.

Figure
2. Example of Abrams
Strogatzconfiguration. Two
predefined groups of
oscillators are established,
with coupling between
roupsg
and within groups. This is the
set up utilized in the methods
section in Chapter 2.

Dynamic al Chimeras in Various Media
Chimera state
s havebeen st
udied in various media since
discovery
their by

Kuramoto in 2002. While Kuramoto et al.
ed phase
(2002)oscillators
utiliz
in their init

findings, many different studies have found such states ,
inand
chemical, op
mechanical oscillators, to Of
name
course,
a few.chimera states in
illators
neural will
osc
be discussed as
here
well.

ChemicalChimeras
Tinsley et(2012),
al. stud
inyingchimera states in chemical,used
oscillators
the

Abrams
-Strogatz
configuration
. They started out with two predefined subgroups an
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used strong global
-group
intracoupling with weaker global
-group inter
coupling.
The

coupling within each group is and
denoted
, while the coupling between groups i
and

. It should also be noted
=
that
and

=

.Using heterogeneous

initial conditions, they found that a chimera state may appear,
c
but onl
condition
s. Chimera states generally
redoccur
in the region of phase
space where
< 0, though they
also occur
redin a small portion of the region
> 0.
where
Chimera state
s nearly always red
occur
when

was small
.With homogeneoustial
ini

conditions, everything became fullyInsynchronized.
all cases,
>
.
As Tinsley et al. mention,
n additional
a
source of heterogeneity
is actually found

in the coupling between the oscillators, since the coupling strength is

current phase of the oscillator in question,
he phasealong
of every
with other
t
oscillato

coupled to it. Since these phases are all constantly changing with time
strength waxes and wanes by varying amounts.
Theoscillators
utilizedTins
in
ley et al.s
experiment
al set were
up based the
on
photosensitive Belousov
-Zhabotinsky reaction.
N oscillatorsdivided
were into two equal
subgroups,
A and B.
Each of the
oscillators
communicated
via light intensity
, with a time
delay
. Through multiple
eriments,
exp
it was found that
group
while
A remained

synchronized
every time, B demonstrated several significant behaviors, inc
synchronization with
phase
-cluster
A,
states,
himera
c states, and
-synchronization.
semi
Full synchronization
(labeled
-1)1between groups A and
occurred
B
not only when the
initial conditions
homogenous
were
, but also for some parameter values in the
heterogeneous case.
The phase
-cluster states,
-cluster
or n states,
occurred
when B
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synchroni
zedwith A, but exhibited
diffe
rent behaviors
, such as double spikes rather
than single spikes
(labeled
-n,1 with n = 2 for double
inspikes
group,3Bfor triple
spikes
, etc.
). Fully synchronized and
states
cluster states
(specifically
-1 and
1 12,
respectively) occur more often
hadwhen
large values.
Chimera states
werelabeled

1-c, when for anire
ent(or nearly entire) run, A was synchronized while B r
unsynchronized.
Semi-synchroni
zed states
(labeled
-s)1were characterizedboth
by
groups having different frequencies,
withB falling in andsynchronization
out of
with A;
Tinsley et al. describe such
transient
states
partial
as alignment.
Tinsley et al. also performed
imulations
,which
s agreed with
their
experimental
observations. While varying parameters the
and effects
exploring
on their simulated

system, it was found
chimera
that states appeared more readily and exhibited l

lifetimes when the system started out with larger group sizes and a sma
distribution of frequencies.
n Tinsley Iet al.s words,
e c
himera
th state is transient for
finite system sizes for identical phase oscillators.

In short, chemical
himerac states can occur with two coupledup
subgroups (
same asAbrams
-Strogatz
configuration
), showing transient behavior and
inversely
longer
ifetimes
l
proportionally
to the system size.

Optical
Chimeras

Hagerst
rom et al. (2012)
explored the
optical chimera in an actual physical

system.
Their experiment was based on the dynamics of a coupled
. map latti

These dynamics are realized
ugh the
thro
use of a liquid crystal spatial light mo
Page 19
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(SLM), which takes optical input and alters the polarization in a way c
experimenters. Nonlocal coupling and nearest neighbor
along with
coupling,
a small
world and a scale
configuration
free
wereused in their
experimental setup.
To achieve both
-D and
1 -D
2 setups, the SLM can be divided into a set of
elements.
For -1
D, the SLM a
had
line of elements
periodic
with boundary
conditions
(a
ring, essentially),
for -D,
2and
an MxM array
of elements was used.
Light from
1,550
a
nm LED was passedthrough a polarizing beam from
splitter,
which it directed
was
towardthe SLM on one side and a camera
other.
on the
The beam splitter
the
created
nonlinear relationship betweenlly
thedependent
spatia phase
applied
shift by the SLM
and the intensity of the light falling
(Hagerstrom
on the camera.
et
,2012
al.
)Input to

the camera swa
then routed
rough
th a computer that calculates the coupling
ds
and
the results into the
On SLM.
the oth
er side, beam
the destined for the SLM passed
though a quarter
-wave plate before reaching the time
SLM. evolution
The
of the

network (array) is achieved by iteratively updating the phase
of applied b
the SLM in a way that depends on
sity
the
measured
inten by the camera.
(Hagerstrom

et al.
, 2012
)In other words, the phase of each element comes from the light

and is influenced
he information
by t
from the camera, which is in turn influen
light impinging on it.

The coupling
for both the
-D and
1 -D
2 setups decreases with distance, and bo

have periodic boundaries.
Interestingly, they also display similar
somebehavior wi
parameters:
each -1
D solution constitutes a particular -D
solution
array, where
of the 2
one direction
s the
i-D1 solution and the other direction is constant. As for
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state, Hagerstrom
l. et
note
dathat for
both experimental setups (and corresponding

simulations), the intensity
of light
emitted
by the system reveals sections of coheren
separate
d by thinner sections of incoherence.
Hagerstrom et al. also observed significant
inthesystem
changes
dynamics as
the system
parameters
werechange
d. At high values
coupling
of
strength, the system
was coherent. At low values of coupling
system
strength,
fell
into the
incoherency. The
chimera states red
occur
for parameter values
between these extremes
. Interestingly,
this is a result similar to that observed (2013)
by Martens
in a quite
et al.
different
system, described in the following section.

MechanicalChimeras
In an experiment reminiscent of
an Christia
Huygens
s original discovery of
synchronization, Martens
(2013)
etuse
al.two groups of metronomes
illustrate
to
that
chimera states emerge naturally without -the
tuneneed
interactions.
to fine
imilar
S to

Tinsley et al. (2012), -the
Strogatz
Abramscoupling scheme is utilized. Two swing
established, coupled by a spring with spring
, which
constant
can be adjusted.
metronomes are placed on each swing, all set to
. As
a frequency
the metronomes

beat while on the swing, their momentum feeds into the motion of the sw
turn provides the coupling
between the metronomes inroup.
the g
Over a period of
time,single
a
wing
s and the
all metronomes on
fall
it into a synchronized state.

Initial states considered in the experiments were: both groups sta

desynchronized, labeled by DD (D for desynchronized,one
first
and letter
the
for g
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second letter for group two); one group is allowed
(by uncoupling
to synchronize
the
swings)
while the other group is left desynchronized,
y SD or
denoted
DS (S for
b
synchronized). Holding the frequency constant, Martens
(2013)performe
et al.
d
experiments for a range
valuesofof
. Synchronized
-phase
in motion
isobserved when
is quite large,
theswings
as are coupled
so strongl
y that they move asInone.
this
case, all of the metronomes on both swings are
Synchronized
synchronized.
anti
-phase
motion occurs
when

is small; essentiallysame
this
result
isas
the
observed
with high

o
values of
, but with an
phase
180 difference between groups.
intermediate
Thevalues

of are where the
himera
c
states emerge.
It was noted that the DS
SD initial
and
conditions persistently produced .chimera states
Interestingly,the
unlike
chemical oscillator experiments
Tinsley etof
(2012)
al.,
Martens et(2013)
al. found thatir
the
chimera states not
were
transient
, at least for the

duration of their
servations
ob ; the chimera
states
continued the entire duration of the
experiment, typically lasting for up to 1,500 Besides
oscillation
himera,
c
cycles.
-in

phase and anti
-phase states, the mechanical system also displayed phase clu
as in Tinsley
et al.s
(2012)
paper), and partial chimeras.
ter isThe
a state
lat
in which a

portion of the desynchronized group synchronizes with the other (synchr
while
the rest remain asynchronous.
Martens et(2013)
al. also used a simulation
to confi
rm the results
derived
from
the experiment, as well as to explore experimental configurations that
possible to implement in the such
laboratory,
sa a significantlyand
large
groups of
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perfectly synchronized oscillators that
ly identical
all frequencies.
have exact
The results

gleaned
from the simulation agree qualitatively very well with [the] expe
This mechanical setup is essentially an extension,
, of Huygen
or ss
expansion
revolutionary
clock experiment, proving
himera
that states
c
can be found in simple
systems. As mentioned several
by times
Martens et, al.
other chimera experiments
utilize many means
of control, including-controlled
computer feedback
modulation
and

of both the delay and amplitude of coupling between oscillators
They in a sy

summarize
their experiment and model succinctly: The model we propose sho

the complex synchronization patterns found in the experiments are descr

elementary dynamical processes that occur in diverse natural and techno
settings.
Essentially,
himera
c states are a naturally occurring phenomenon.

Neural Chimeras
Very much like the other dynamical
described
chimeras
above
, neural chimeras
consist aof
group of oscillators
rons,(neu
of course) which
into
divide
two subgroups,
one synchronized and the other desynchronized.
Realistically
, neurons also have a time
delay of the signal
traveling between neurons, that
meaning
the coupling will have a
time elay.
d Martens et al. showed evidence that chimeras occur naturally,
no influence strict
from control via experiments
.
In 2008, Sethiaexamined
et al. the
effects of time delays in phase
a system of
oscillators. Time delay is useful
ng the
in modeli
finite propagation velocities of

information signals, latency times of neuronal excitations, finite reac
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chemicals, etc.
Using a Kuramoto
configuration
with phase oscillators, they found th
chimera states
do exist in systemsme
with
delay.
ti A side effect, however, is that

chimera states are clustered, with alternating synchronized and desynch
withcohere
nt regions
in antiphase
synchrony
with their
nearest
coherent regions. This
resultsimilar
is
to Hagerstrom
l.s(2012)
et result
a
for optical chimeras.
In a recent (2013) paper
Omelchenko
by
et al., the possibility of chimera
were explored in FitzHugh
-Nagumo (FHN) oscillators.
The FHN model has neuroscience
applications, among Their
others.
setup was of
a ring
non-locally coupled oscillators

with heterogeneous initialThe
conditions.
th oscillator was described by the equati

=

-

3

-

+

2

[

-

+

-

]

and

=

with

+

+

2

-

+

-

,

representing the activator
andvariable
repres
enting the inhibitor variable.

The oupling
c
strength,
, was pt
ke positive.
R represents the range of coupling,
the
time scale separation, and
the index
oscillator compared with the oscillator of
( ). The terms stand for the direct
and () and cross coupling
and(

)

between the variables
and .
With smaller values
, neural
of
chimera states emerged. However, larger
of revealed what Omelchenko et al. called multichimera states. Rather
group of incoherence, there were multiple
interspersed
groups, with synchronized
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portions. This is similar to the bands found by
12)Hagerstrom
with theiretoptical
al. (20
chimeras, and to the results of Sethia et al. (2008).
Hizanidis et al. (2014) took a different approach:
Hindmarsh
using
-Rose

osci
llators, a neural model more realistic than the FHN model, they sear

chimeras in 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional simulations. The dimensions

number of first order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that repre

and their interactions.
For the
-D 2model,
the behavior of the kth neuron was governe
by the differential equations

? =

-

+ 3

+ +

2

[

-

+

-

]

and

? = 1- 5

-

+

2

-

+

-

,

with representing the membrane potential
representing
and
other values related
to conductances of the ion currents, both with respect
. The to
external
neuron
stimulus current,
, is set at zero. Coupling
werestrengths
represented by
and

, for

both and . The initial conditions were heterogeneous.
Hizanidis et al. observed
chimera states and mixed oscillatory states (MOS),
a state
the latter
where
the meaning
desynchronized neurons
arenot clustered or in bands;
they
rather,
arespread evenly

among the synchronized neurons. The state of the system changed with th
and

.
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To generate
heir
t -D3 system
,Hizanidis et
added
al.a slowly
-changing current
variable,
.Unlike the
-D model,
2
-D3 could exhi
bit bursting activity.
The 3-D systemis
described by

? =

-

? =

+

-

+ -

-

+

+

-

2

-

2

,

,

and
z =

-

-

.

was no longer zero,constant
while
parameters were represented
, , , and
by ,
with =

= 1, = 3, and = 5.The parameter
represents the firing frequency

adaptation,influences the spiking frequency,
is the
and
resting potential.
These
parameters are set
= 4,
as = 0.001, and = - 1.6.More chimera states and MOS
were observed with-Dthe
model,
3
and like-D the
model,
2
the system states changed
with the variation
.
of
Chimerastates are
definitely
a possibility
actual
forneural systems.
Possible
experimental evidence
lies in the
observation
of unihemispheric slow wave sleep

(USWS). USWS is a sleeping state in which one hemisphere of the brain i
or asleep, and the other hemisphere
desynchronized
is , indicative of a waking state.
Each hemisphere
can be thoughtas
ofa subgroup, where all the neurons in one

hemisphere are coupled to some extent to all others in the same subgrou
to th
e neurons in the other subgroup.
he USWS
Thus,
state
t of the reminiscent
brain is
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of the
chimera state.
Research on USWS has been conducted on cetaceans (Lyami
al., 2008), birds (Rattenborg, 2006; Rattenborg et al., 1999), lizards
2006), and apneic human patients 2013).
(RialChapter
et al. 3 will discuss
USWS in
detail.
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Chapter -2Methods andResults
In my research, I studied chimera states
-Braun
in model,
the Huber
using both
the Abrams
-Strogatz and the Kuramoto coupling schemes.

The Huber -Braun Model of Thermally
-Sensit
ive Neurons
+
Action potentials, created by +the
and flow
Kthrough
of Nathe
cell
membrane,

provide a means of communication between neurons. The propagation of ac
potentials along neurons is neural
what signals
allows to travel through
Thes
the
e body.
pulses occur due to input from other neurons, and from oscillations of
membrane, which
can occur
with or without input.
In a 1998
paper, Braun et al.
developed a Hodgkin
-Huxley
(H-H) type
neural model
for thermally
-sensitive neurons.
Thi
s model was selected for its realistic portrayal of neural activity.
developed their model in order
data
to from
fit measurements taken from nerve

endings mammalian
in
facial cold receptors
. The model was specifically designed to

exhibit the
omplex
c
dynamical behavior observed in the experimental data, i
chaotic behavior and firing of bursts of action potentials.

In groups or individually
, the
neuronal
impulses may cluster, forming bursts at
nearly regular intervals.
These bursts,
from two spikes immediately following one

another, up to an uncountable number of spikes nearly overlapping, occu
intervals, called interburst
The intervals.
time between the spikesburst
within
is athe
smaller intraburst
interval.
Braun et. al
remark
that neurons of the mammalian brain

have demonstrated burst activity which is triggered by intrinsic membra
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oscillations.
In this case, it is the intrinsic oscillations due to calcium
calcium
-dependent potassium channels
that drive the bursting dynamics.

Non-bursting activity, of course, is also shownBraun
by neural
et al.s
systems.
experimental data, regular single
such as
spikes,
shown in Figure
as well
3, as irregular

single spikes, also occur. In
e irregular
the case of
single
th
spikes, Braun et al. dis

that the interspike interval was not random, but rather concentrated in

which are located at about integer multiples of theThese
shortest
missed
intervals.
spikes, or skippings,ecause
occur the
b
voltage of the cell membrane
not quite
does

reach the threshold required for the impulse to trigger. When an impuls

interspike interval is lengthened, and the cell goes through another os
attempting an impulse
in. aga
This leads
peaks
toat
integer multiple
s of the base interval

length
in the
distribution of the interspike intervals. The missed spikes c

subthreshold oscillations, since they are not strong enough to activate

potential. With
ise,nohowever, the amplitude of the spike may vary enough t
activation threshold.

Figure 3.
Example of single, uncoupled
-Braun
Huber
neuron
at
. As a characteristic of the
model, it is
-sustaining.
self
Note
transient
the
behavior atofthe
thestart
simulation, which gives way to
steady, regular single spikes (singlets). This is due to the dynamical nature of th
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The effect of variations in temperature on thermosenstive neurons
investigated by Braun et al. They found that the change
atterns
of behavior
as
p
temperature decreased
s related
wa
antoincrease in
oscillation
the period
.The model
has taken
this into account, exhibiting
complex bifurcation behavior
temperature
as the
is varie
d, as discussed
by Braun et al. (1998) and Feudel
).This
et al.
aspect
(2000
f the
o
model was not utilized
my research
in
presented in this
For thesis.
the studies here, the

temperature was held at a value
C, forofwhich
30 uncoupled neurons fire single s
rather than bursts. Interestingly, when coupled, -spiking
these normally
cells can
single
be induced to exhibit-firing
burst (Bahar,; 2004
Weihberger and Bahar,),2007
a

phenomenon observed along with the onset of chimera behavior in the res
Braun et (1998)
al. streamlined their model toelements
focus onnecessary
to
properly represent
oscillating -generation,
spike
with noise as an added factor.
hen
W
noise is added to a model such as this, it allows one
bursting
to simulate
and
the

skipping behavior
previously mentioned with more accuracy, using a simple s
nonlinear equation
s.

The Huber
-Braun model for temperature sensitive neurons was discusse

detail he
in 1998
t
paper by Huber et al. is
Thepresented
model
in detail below, along

with the modifications and additions made in order tovestigating
adapt the model f
chimera states.
,the potential of the membrane of
,isneuron
described by the sum of the

voltage dependent currents. This potential changes with time, as descri
= - -

-

-

-

+

+

.

(1)
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2
The membrane capacitance is given
, which
by is set to 1, with units
.
of F/cm

represents the passive leak current
ions, of
andthe
is Cl
given by
=

-

,

with as the maximum conductance
for the channels leaking
lions, and
C
the reversal
potential of the through
current these channels
represented
is
as
. corresponds to
thedepolarizing Hodgkin
-Huxley -(H
H) (Na+ current
), and is the
representative of the

repolarizing
H-H K+ current
, both simplified. The slow depolarizing and slow re
++
H-H currents ++(Ca
and Cadependent+)K are contained in the
and

terms,

respectively. The interactions
andof the
currents are what
e caus
theintrinsic
membrane potential oscillations, and influence
with atotime
each.delay
other
Each of the
, , and currentsrepresented
is
anbyequation of the form
=
with =

, or

-

,

. As with the
Cl current above,is the reversal potential of

current, and is the maximum conductance of channels utilized
. The by current
term is a temperature
-dependent scaling given
factor,
by
= 1.3(
where

= 25? and

)/

,

= 30? . The factor is an activation variable
of value

between 0 and
, and
1 represents the probabilityopening.
of a channel
Its change with
time is given by
=

,

-

.

In this equation,
is a time constant,
, given by
= 3.0(

)/

,
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is a second temperature
-dependent scaling factor,
is an activation term,
, and
bringing in the -dependence
voltage
of the
th current. This-state
steady
activation term
is defined
as
1
=

,

where

,

1+

-1
is a steepness parameter with units
, and
of mV
is a half
-activation

constant.
The last current,
, is given by
=

-

.

Whileit has the sam e structure
as the other currents, this equation also conta
+
dependence on through the term
. This is because
current
the K represented by

is dependent upon ++the
current
Ca
given .byThe change of
over time is given
by
=

(-

-

)
.

ReturningEq.
to (1), thee term
represents
Gaussian white noise, incorporated
by using
a Box
-Mueller algorithm, asby
defined
Fox et (1988).
al.
The noise -is
correlated,
delta
with zero mean and variance 2D,
D is
where
the noise intensity.
This noise term is
defined by
=

-4

ln( )cos2

,

where and are random numbers, taken from the uniform distribution over
and are redefined
ateverytime
-step of the numerical integration
.As for the final term

in Eq. (1),
is a coupling which
term, was not present in the original model of Br
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al. (1998), which described only the activity of uncoupled
Dependingsingle
on
neuro

the coupling
cheme
s implemented, this term can be defined in different ways

will be discussed in later
Simulations
sections. performed for this thesis utilized
integration with a step milliseconds
size of 0.01
ms). (

For the numerous constants expressed
roughout th
the multiple equations liste
here, all values remained the
hroughout
same t all the simulations,
the except
noise
amplitude, whichis set at 100 unless otherwise stated. As for the other
from Braun et al.: (1998)
the conductances are set
= 1.5,
as = 2.0,

= 0.25,

2
= 0.4, and = 0.1, all in units of
. The
mS/cm
reversal potentials,
units ofinmV,

are set as= 50,

= - 90,

time constraints
are

= 0.1,

= 50,

= - 90, and = - 60.In units of ms, the

= 2.0,

parameters, in units -1of
, are
mV

= 10, and

= 0.25,

activation voltages, in mV,
= 25,
are

=

= 20. The steepness

= 0.25, and
25, and

= 0.09. Half
-

= 40. Other noted

parameters are
= 0.012 and
= 0.17.

Abrams -StrogatzConfiguration
(Global oupling)
C
Simulations using co
global
upling and the Abrams
-Strogatz
onfiguration
c
were
set up as described below.
Using a 6x6 matrix, 36 neurons were arranged into 2 groups of 18,

grouphad dimensions
3x6(see Figure
. The
2)top 18 neurons of the square matrix are

referred as
to group A and the
bottom 18 neurons are referred to as group B. Al
neurons were identical, modeled
theHuber
with
-Braunequations
given above
. Each
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neuron is given a starting voltage
a uniform
from
,random distribution
between the

values of
75 mV and0 mV,so that
every neuron begins the simulation at a rando
phase within its action potential firing
is cycle.
set equal
In Eq.
to (1),
,

=

,

( )-

( - ) +

,

( )-

( - )

for the neurons
of group A; for the group Bisneurons,
,

=

,

( )-

( - ) +

,

( )-

(( - ) .

In these equations, the refers
subscript
the
to current neuron of interest.
, and ,

repres
ent the instantaneous voltage
ofat
aneuron
time of interest in group A or B,
respectively.
and
time

represent the mean voltage of groups A and B, respecti

.The coupling strength within each group is
and
signified
, and the
by

coupling between groups
is signified .by
This means that each neuron is coupled t

all neurons in its group via their mean field, and is also coupled to a
other group via that groups meanwith
field,
a different
albeit
coupling
In strength.
this
study,
the coupling
termcorrespondsactivity
to
of a hypothetical
gap junction, rather

thanto achemical synapse. This means that a sign change in the coupling
signifies a change from excitatory
ibitory coupling.
to inh
At the beginning of each simulation,
all neurons are allowed
. However,
to fire
the coupling within group A is the only
meaning
coupling
? 0, on,
and =

=

0.After an amount of time
,coupling within group B is turned
= on,
. The
with
coupling between groups is activated at the same
< ,time,
.Parameters
with
and werevaried
betweenthe simulations.
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Results
At some values of
, ,

, and , the activity of (neurons
group B -36)
19

differs greatly from that(neurons
of group
-18)
1 .AA sp
ecific case in shown in
, Figure 4
where group A is synchronize
d, and group B simultaneously
unsynchronized
shows
behavior
, producing
a chimera state.
FigureA 4displays a raster
spike
plottimes
of
over
a segment of the simulation time. In this example, the parameters have
= 58 ms, and

= 0.013. Forthe portion of the simulation< where
=

12,500 ms, the coupling within group B and the coupling between the grou
set to zero= (
0,

= 0). When=

(shown by the red arrow
igure
4A),
in F the

coupling within
up gro
B is set equal to that of group
=
),A and
( the coupling
between groups is activated
= -0.001
( ).In Figure
B, 4
the mean field of each group
is shown. Group A is the trace in black, and group B is the red trace,
over an inset nt
segme
of the interval from
A.Double
Figure spikes
4
can be clearly seen

in the mean field for group Athe
(asraster
well ),
as
plot
signifying
in
that all the neuro
in group A are (very nearly) simultaneously
Temperature,
firing which
doublets.
is kept
constant though all simulations discussed
= 30?
here
), (is the bifurcation

parameter for the -Huber
Braun model. When a single neuron (no coupling to ot

neurons) is allowed to fire at this temperature, the results are single
to other neurons,
as mentioned before
, changes the
avior,
beh which can cause bursting
(Bahar, 2004; Weihberger and
2007
Bahar,
), as seen in Figure
.
4
An example of a phase cluster
ra state
chime can be seen in. Figure
All the5
parameters aresame
the as in Figure
, save
4 that= - 0.011. The raster
t in
plo
A5
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Figure Example
4.
of a chimera state in -Strogatz
the Abrams
configuration.
(A)A raster plot
representing neural
ke times
spi during the transition to a chimera state.
-36) Neuron number (
is shown on the vertical axis;
owntime
on the
is sh
horizontal axis (msec,
), andordots
ms
indicate the firing time of each neuron. The arrow indicates
the global
(mthe
eantime at which
field
) coupling was activated
forthe neurons in group -36),
B (19with coupling constant
. This also marks the time the between
couplinggroups A andwas
B
activated
, with
. The time delay was set at
msec.(B)The mean field
voltage
for a subset of the time interval shown
. Group
in panel
Ais sh
own
(A)
as the black
trace, and group
is the
B
red .trace

shows that group A (neurons
-18) are
1 firing double spikes, while-36),
in group B (
most are firing single spikes, with a few firing
These double
firingsspikes.
are shown
more obviously
in Figures 5BC,and
which
5 are
the mean field
s for
plot
a short segment
of the simulation
.Figure
5B shows the mean field for group
trace
), Band
(red
Figure
5C
showsthe mean field for group A (black
Each group
trace).
exhibits a unique pattern of
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synchronized
activity,
which is very much like cluster
the phase
states found by Tinsley
et al.
(2012)
in their chemical oscillators.

Figure Example
5.
of a phase cluster state -Strogatz
in the Abrams
configuration.
(A)A
raster plot; all parameters and conditions are the same as
AB =in Figure 4, except
0.011.
(B)The meanfield voltage in group B -36)
(neurons
for a19
subset of the time
interval shown in panel
(C)Mean
(A).
field
voltage
in group A (neurons
-18) over
1
the
same time interval.

Another example of a phase cluster
era state
chimis shown in. Figure
In this
6
figure, the onlyeter
param
that differs fromand
Figures
5is
4

. In Figure

6A and 6
B, the voltage traces of three example neurons from each group a
over a short time period of the simulation.
(6A)corresponds
The black trace
to group
,
A
and the red trace
(6B)corresponds to group B. These groups aren represented
their
i
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entirety in Figures
C and6D,
6 inter
spikeinterval (ISI) histograms.
C shows gr
oup
6 A;
each of the peaks signifies
an inter
spike interval, with
eak on
thethe
p left (about 20 ms)
beingthe intra
burstinterval, and the eak
right
(about
p
135 ms) is the
burst
inter
interval.
Two peaks such as this are indicative
double spike
of firing.D Figure
shows 6
group In
B. addition to small peaks
-interval
at the time
values where peaks were

Figure 6.
Example of a partial phase cluste
chimera state.
Parameters are the
me as
sa in
Figures 4 and 5,AB save
= 0.009.
g (A)Voltage
over time for 3 neurons from group A. No
the double spikes (doublets).
(B)Voltage for 3
neurons from group
(C)Interspike
B.
Interval
(ISI) histogram for all neurons in group
peaks are prev
alent, indicating double spik
(D)ISI histogram for group B. Note the t
peaks similar to (C), meaning some doubl
spike activity. The larger single spike
right indicates some of the neurons are
singlets.

observed in group A, there is also a large
at about
peak 155
centered
ms.
rgeA ingle
sla
peak marks a single
spike
inter
interval, meaning
-spike
single
(singlet)
firing. However,

the fact that group B shares two similar smaller peaks with group A mea
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the group B neurons are firing with the same rates
group
as the
A. other
In
neurons in
words,
this indicates the presence
a partialofphase cluster
,which
chimera
similar
is
to

Martens et al.s (2013)
mechanical partial .
chimera
Close inspection of this particula
case showed that three of the neurons innggroup
doublets.
B were firi

Figure Raster
7.
plots illustra
ting temporal variability in the observed
Parameters
chimera are
states.
identical
to those for the data shown in Figures
, save4the
andintergroup
5
In panel (A),
coupling.
g
in
AB= 0.002,
panel (B),
g
and in panel
(C), g
AB = 0.003,
AB = 0.004.

Raster plotsagain
areshown in Figure
; as7 before, the parameters are the sa
as the previous simulations described, save that
,

, and

in panels A, B, and C respectively.
These raster plotsthat
showthe

temporal stability of the chimera state changes as the coupling constan
groups () changes.
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Figurereveals
8
he tbigger picture; the parameter space
the plot
ratioshows
of
the synchronization indices of group
thatA of
over
group B. In
thisfigure
, the
characteristics of the
arerepresented
system
as a function of the
t and
time
thedelay

inter
-group coupling . The average synchronization index for each group wa
calculated for the time =interval
, for all values
and of simulated.
was
varied in steps of 1 ms,
was
while
varied in steps of 0.001.
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gAB
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52
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60
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64
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68

?
Figure Synchronization
8.
index ratio -Strogatz
for Abrams
configuration.
The ratio of synchronization
indices in group A vs. group B is plotted as a function
and of
. In
parameters
the simulations,
values of
were ran from 52 to 68 ms in steps of 1 ms, ranged
while values
from
0.008
of to 0.007
in steps of 0.001.

For each group,
the average synchronization index
calculated
wasfrom the

synchronization index
for every non
-identical pair of neurons within a group, fo
=

. This
gives average
an
synchronization index for
), group
and the
A (same for
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group B ().For a chimera state, one would expect to have awhile
high value of
is simultaneously low. We therefore
ratio use the
=
as a measure of the degree
of chimera activity. In
, Figure
is displayed
8
ery
for ev
combination of
and

simulated
;reddenotes a larger value
, andofindicative of

parameters that displayed chimera states.

Kuramoto Configuration
(Distance
-dependent Coupling)
Besides globalpling
cou with the Abrams
-Strogatzonfigurati
c
on, a distance
-

dependent
coupling model with a Kuramoto
onfiguration
c
is also explored here. A
before, identica
l Huber
-Braun neurons were used,
although
the coupling between the
neuronsdecayed exponentially with in
distance
this configuration
. neuronswere

arranged in a (see
ring Figure
, 1)
each starting in different phases of their ac
potential firing cycle, distributed as in the global coupling case.
The coupling term
in Eq. (1) for anyisneuron
defined by
=

{ ( )-

( - )}

,

where the summation over
covers all neurons save the neuron .
of
The
interest,
distance between neuron
and neuron is represented, by
in units of neurons.
Therefore,= 1 represents adjacent (or-neighbor)
nearest neurons,
= 2 is for
neurons separated by one, neuron
etc.
The parameter
'defines the amplitude of the
coupling term, and the parameter
defines the
rate at which coupling
the strength
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decreases
with distance. Simulations were performed
a range of
for
values
', of
,
and .

Results
Chimera sta
tes were found in the Kuramoto
onfiguration,
c
asjust
in the Abrams
Strogatz
onfiguration.
c
In this case, unlike
one, the
the
neurons
previous
spontaneous
ly
divide
themselves
into synchronized
and unsynchronized groups
within
the ring of
identical oscillators. No groups are predefined.
Several examples
chimera
of
state
sin the Kuramoto
onfig
uration
c
can be seen in
Figur
e 9. The raster plot inA,Figure
set with
9 = 0.010, = 1.10,

= 54 and

= 48 ms, begins with all the
synchronized.
neurons As time progresses,
a fe
w neurons

fall out ofhronization
sync
, causing their nearest neighbors to do the same. Th

sections of desynchronization expand along the ring, until only a few b
synchr
onized neuro
ns remain.though
Al
all but the largest branch
hroniz
of
ed sync
neurons fall out of
said
sync,
group of sync
hronized neurons remains
until the end of

the simulation.
It should be noted as well that the synchronized groups of n
aroundthe ring
, a drift
that was not
easible
f
in the Abrams
-Strogatz
onfiguration.
c
As
for Figure
B, 9
with parameters
= 0.011,

= 1.10, = 54 and = 48 ms, rather

than multiple unsynchronized segments, only one unsynchronized group em

slowly converting the nearby synchronized neurons with its insidious me
anarchy. The synchronized segment isn,squeezed
almost to
dowextinction; however,
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4
some new groups of synchronized neurons begin
around
to appear
1.4x10
ms, and

continue to do so through the rest of the simulation.

As anticipated, the behavior exhibited by the system varies greatl
sys
tem parameters. This
shown
isquite clearly in ,Figure
where the
10 parameters for
eachpanelare

= 0.011, = 1.10, and = 18. For the time delay
= 38 ms in

Figure A,
10 the neurons show
-phase
antisynchronized firing. ly
With
larger
a slight
time
delay in Figure
B (10= 48 ms), a chimera state emerges, with a segment of

synchronized neurons
stretching all the way to the end of the simulation. Th
time delay,
= 58 ms,shown in Figure
C, has
10 the entire system not
of neurons
only
synchronized,
but also exhibiting
in-phasefiring
.Hagers
trom et al. (2012) found similar
results in
eirth
coupling strength between elementsThis
in their
pattern
array.
was also
displayed in Martens et al.s (2013) metronomes;
overthe
specifically,
range of their

inter
-group coupling parameter,
chimera states were observed for values between
those that
esulted
r
in
-phase
in and those that resulted
-phaseinsynchrony.
anti
Two contour plots, Figure 11 and Figurebehavior
12, reveal
of the
the system
over a range of values
and
of. The parameterwas varied
from 1.0 to 2.0 in

increments 0.01, and
was varied from 0.001 to 0.033 in increments
In of 0.001
Figure 11,
the system behavior is plotted as a
and
function
, with of
the scale
color
representing the
ction
fraof neuron
pairs
that had a synchronization0.6
index
or of

greater. Out of 153 unique pairs of neurons in the ring of 18, the pair
significant synchronization were
andcounted,
thendivided by 153 obtain
to the
percentage of pairsere
that
synchronized.
w
Therefore,
(1.0)
the
areas
reddenote that
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all of the pairs of neurons were synchronized, essentially representing

synchronized state, while the purple (0.0) areas denote that none of th

neurons had
0.6 or greater onization.
synchr
Group
The I in the title refers to the fa
that these values are for thethe
first
simulation
half of(with 500,000
total
time steps

for entire simulation
). As can be clearly seen, the synchronization changes w
parameter
s, alt
hough dis
tinct
bands of synchronization
and desynchronization
are
present
. Chimera states would likely be found in areas
area where
moderate
there

number of pairs of neurons that are synchronized, such as the light blu
(0.6) areas.
Further analysi
s needs to be done to confirm this statement.

Figure 12 displays a similar contour plot, with the same parameter

same ranges
with the same colorasscale
Figure 11. However, Figure 12 shows dat

from the second half of the simulation.
the simulation
By dividinginto two halves, the

change in synchronization of the pairs of neurons over
In comparing
time can be seen

the two figures, it is obvious that they both exhibit bands of synchron
desynchronization.
The bands in Figure 11 ous,
are obvi
though in Figure 12 they are

more clearly defined. From Figure 11 to Figure 12, the band furthest to

to have narrowed, while all the bands
have remained
seem to stationary (minimal or n
shifting).
The results discussed here,
th the
for Kuramoto
bo
and the Abrams
-Strogatz

coupling schemes, are also discussed by Glaze et al. (manuscript in pre
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Kuramoto Coupling Ratios in Group I
2.0

1.8

1.6

?
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0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

Figure 11.
Contour plot of synchronization percentages for Kuramoto
The alues
v configuration.
?of
run from
1.0 to 2.0 in increments of 0.01, and the values of k run from 0.001 to 0.033 in in
colors represent the percentage of the total pairs of neurons that have a synchroni
greater. Group I to
refers
the first half of the simulations (500,000 total time steps, mi
time steps).
was set at 58 ms.
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Kuramoto Coupling Ratios of Group II
2.0
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1.6
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0.8
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Figure 12.
Contour plot of synchronization percentages for Kuramoto
Theconfiguration.
values, the
parameters and the colorrescale
all the
a
same as Figure 11. Group II refers to the second
simulations. Note the improvement of the definition of the bands from Figure 11 to F
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Chapter -3Conclusions, Applications
,and Future Work

Applications
and Implications

Chimera states
of varying kinds
can be found in a system of neurons. What
this means for studies involving the human
involves
brain
the concept
of neural
synchronization.

Better understanding of
in such
both aproperties
state
and how it

comes about in neural systems
may shed light
on some neurologi
cal conditions,
possibly
providing explanations or treatments
them.
for
Neural
chimera states may
of be
use providing
in
a means of studying
imilar s
structures and phenomena
an excellent example
thephenomena
is
ofunihemispheric
slowwave sleep (USWS)
. USWS has been
observed in some mammalian
(Lyamin et al.,
2008)and avian species
(Rattenborg et al.,; Rattenborg,
1999
2006
), along with
asymmetric eye closure (ASEC)(Mathews
in lizards
et al., and
2006)
asymmetric sleep
noted in apnei
c human patients
(Rial et al.,
. 2013)

Unihemispheric Slow
-Wave SleepUSWS
( )

Sleep has been the subject of intensive study for many years. An i

phenomenon observed in some sleeping creatures is the state -of unihemis
wave sleep (USWS).
Mukhametov (1984),
hisinpaper,
Sleep in marine mammals
, (in the
book Sleep Mechanisms
) indentified
USWS

as occurring whenthe EEG

(electroencephalogram
) recording of the brain reveals synchronized activity
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hemisphere while the other hemisphere
hibits desynchronized
ex
activity. This beha
can alternate between the hemispheres.
Slow-wave EEG patterns occur in the brain

when sleeping, and are characterized by higher levels of when
synchronizatio
awake.In USWS,one half of the is
brain
synch
ronized (asleep) and the other
is
half
desynchr
onized (awake);
this suggestive
is
of chimera
a
state.
InMukhametovspaper (1984)
, he also mentions
that
,in his experiments
with
cetaceans and pinnipeds
(seals)
,thereare episodes of interhemispheric
mmetry of
asy
slow waves, or seem
what to be different
of forms
syn
chronization in each hemisphere

(p.235)
. Thisdepiction
appears to be very similar to the description of phase

chimera states, where each group has synchronization, but
activity.
with differen

Lyamin et al. (2008)
thiscall
a state of distinct interhemispheric asymmetry o
wave EEG.

Cetaceanleep
S

Lyamin et (2008),
al. provide a review of previous studies of USWS in cet

including
studies on Amazon
River
dolphins, bottle
nose dolphins, beluga whales, kille
whales, and
a grey whale, calf
among others.
The unanimous conclusion seems to be
that utilizingenables
USWS dolphins (along with the other cetaceans
toswim studied)
and sleep at the same time.

USWS is seen in hins
dolp when they rest at the bottom of their tank, a

surface of the water,
when they
or
are
slowly swimming around. The interhemispheri

asymmetryidentified by Mukhametov
(1984)
was similarly observed in dolphins, an
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was also foundpinnipeds
in
. Foreals,
s this type of sleep is observed when sleeping
the water. They exhibit bihemispheric Lyamin
sleep on
et land.
(2008)
al. noted that

USWS can switch sides of the brain; in other words, the sleeping hemisp
up to allow the other re
hemisphe
to sleep. The eye contralateral
to, or
on the
opposite
side of the body the
from,
sleeping hemisphere ically
was typclosed;
the other eye

(contralateral to the wakeful hemisphere) was typically
seems
open.
to This open
allow the dolphin to eye
keeponanother members of Of
itscourse,
pod. s it
pointed
i

out that it is possible for a dolphin to sleep with one eye open withou
entirely.

Birds in
light
F
The idea that birds can sleep whileconsidered
flying hasand
been
debated since
bird
s have been observed
flying for long periods
over long distances without
.
rest

Rattenborg
(2006)investigated
this idea, employing the concept of USWS in his a
He cites other investigators research
that birds
in can sleep
bihemispherically
or

unih
emispherically, and switch between
By switching,
them.
birds can get some sleep
yet also keep some waking functionality. With data andevidence,
circumstantial
Rattenborg emphasized
that
,while it is unknown
whether
birds
do sleep in flight,
itdoes

not se
em that they
mustsleep in flight. Birds may even have bihemispheric sl
sleep (BS
WS) in flight;
in other words,
they maylock their wings in an -altitude
maintaining position while flying to allow short bursts of BSWS.
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Among the
bird species for
h there
whic exists
e most
th evidence for the use of
USWS (and possibly BSWS) are the common
Apus
swift
apus
),
(diurnal passerines,
migrating shorebirds, albatrosses,
s (sooty
Sternatern
fuscata
), and frigate birds
(Rattenborg, 2006).

Birdsesting
R
In an earl
ier paper (1999), Rattenborg et
d the
al.use
analyze
of USWS
by ducks
resting in a group. They found
ducksuse
thatUSWS to help detect predators while

restingkeeping the eye facing away from the group open, a duck can slee
hemisphere not ed
task
with predator spotting. In theirthey
experiment,
monitored
Mallard ducks
Anas( platyrhynchos
), and noticed that they displayed
when atUSWS
the
edge of the group, in a phenomenon described
the group as
edge effect.
This effect
states that animals
e atmor
risk along the edges ofl alook
group
outwil
for predators
morethan the animals safely in the center of a group.
Tests perform
ed by Rattenborg et al. this
support
concept, showing that the
open eye (and wakeful hemisphere) can detect danger,
predators.
By
such
putting
as

their
ducks in a row and monitoring eye closure and EEG, it was found tha

more exposed positions (on the ends of the row) spent more time in USWS
ducks in the center. The exposed ducks were also
keep
more
open
likely
the eye
to

facing away from the group. Ducks in the center exhibited no fondness f
eye, nor exhibited high levels of USWS.
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Lizards and
Asynchronous Eye Closure
ASEC) (
USWS may exist in some species of lizard, as studied
t al. by
(2006)
Mathews e
andsupported by the notion that lizards show three
both eyes
behaviors
open, both

closed, and asynchronous eye closure,
It is or
unclear
ASEC. if ASEC is a sign of USW
simply an adaptive action taken by lizards when exposed
Mathewstoetdanger.
al.
theorize that the lizards use of ASEC
an anti
is
-predator
primarily
behavior
. They found
that ASEC increases along with vigilance when the lizard is exposed to
may be because this allows the lizard to focus
ive threat.
more on the act

However, the authors also theorize that ASEC may have some sleep s
benefits. Their results support the notion that the use of ASEC allows

median between remaining aware of possible predators and the need for s
means lizards
may utilize USWS, but further study is needed
this hypothesis
to confirm
.

Apneicatients
P

There appears to be a connection between sleep traits in cetaceans

traits in apneic humans. Rial et al. (2013) performed
humanstudies
patients
on apneic

using EEG
, in an attempt to discover if asymmetrical brain
to USWS,
activity, simi

occurs
. The data used came from a group of 12 patients diagnosed with sle
right
-handed men -40
55 years old.
Electrodes were placed and
at the
C4 spots
C3
on the
skull, corresponding to the left and right hemispheres, respectively.
Rial et al. analyzed EEG recording in four delta,
frequency
theta,
bands
alpha
and eta.
b Delta band frequencies are from 0.5 to 3.5 Hz, and occur
ta
during
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band frequencies are in the range of just over 3.5 to just under 8 Hz.

frequencies cover 8 to 13
d beta
Hz, band
an
frequencies cover 13 to 30 Hz (Tatum
2014).

For the delta band, during normal breathing (called(2013)
flux in Rial e

paper) in sleep, the left hemisphere showed dominance. During the apnei
breath, however, both hemisphere
s aligned once more.
This was shown in the phase lag
index (PLI) between the hemispheres. For the right
betahemisphere
band, the was

dominan
t during the apneic events, which is in stark contrast to the del
significant
asymmetries were observed in the theta and alpha bands.
Despite the limited data collected from each patient and possible

contamination between the electrodes
,Rial et found
al. that the changes in bilateral
symmetry reached high statisticalTherefore
significance
it should be concluded that

significant EEG asymmetries appeared and that the functional connectivi
and C4 was reduced
uring
d
breathin
g NREM [non rapid
eye movement], thereby

suggesting increased interhemispheric
, particularly
independence important in the del
band. This is seen disappearance
in the
of asymmetries
delta
in band
the
during apneic
pauses;
the left hemisphere only
d distinct
showe
dominance when the patient was
breathing.

The observations
Rial
ofetare
al.consistent with the earlier study of Abey

et al.
(2010), in which
a correlation between interhemispheric asymmetry and s
apneawas developed.
he Tmore severe
the case,
Abeyratne et al. found,
the more
distinct the asymmetry.
This correlationquantified
was
an
by interhemispheric
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symmetry index.
These results correlate
nicely with Rial (2013)
et al.s
results in the

definitive observation that the asymmetry peaked when the patient was b
and in NREM sleep.

While apneic patients showed asymmetry, they did not precisely mat
traits of cetaceans. Unlike cetaceans, lectrophysiological
humans exhibit e
dominance;

while the left side of the brain lost dominance during apneic events, c
of dominance between the hemispheres was not detected It
at ca
nany
be point.
assumed, though studies have not yet confirmed
that left
a -handed
this,apneic patien
t

would show opposite results
the right
from handed patients; namely a right hemis

dominance.
This means an ideal apneic patient, one that may exhibit compl
hemisphere dominance switching, would be Of
ambidextrous.
course,
in the end, while

this asymmetry may be a result of adaptation to asphyxiation, much like
may also simply be a reaction to sleep
Rialdeprivation.
et al.
d that
note
onfirmation
c
of
asymmetric sleep in apneic humans as a physiological
tion will require
adapta further
study.
However,
the asymmetry itself
definitely
is
reminiscent
himera
of the
state.
c

Future Work

While significant strides have been made in finding chimera
-like
and ch
states in neural models, there is still
e done.
much work to b
Future resear
ch w ill encompass
defin
ing betteranalytic
measure for

quantification
the of
different states, to provide clearer boundaries between
behavior and -chimera
non
behavior.
A partial cluster chimera state was found in
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Abrams
-Strogatz configuration;
it would be of interest
to find a partial
imerachstate
without clustering. For
ramoto
the configuration,
Ku
find
inga better way to define the

synchronized and desynchronized groups,
s they
especially
rotate around
a
the circle, i
al
so of importance.
Studying the lifetimes of each
chimera
typestate,
of
along with the
effect on
lifetime the
of parameters and number of neurons,
pefully
will provide
ho
more insighthow
into
these states develop
what and
their stability
.
is
Studies on ural
ne chimera
states may also help develop simulations
and
techniques
for further studies on apneic patients; perhaps in the future,
treatment may become available.

Conclusions
Various types himera
of c
states
(cluster, partial
, transient,
etc.
),have been
identified in a neural model with realistic ion
Neural
channel
chimeras
dynamics.
have
been observed in simulations utilizing
Huber-Braunthe
model for thermally
-sensitive
neurons, with
both Abrams
-Strogatz and Kuramoto
configurations
. Theseneural
chimeras have real world applications
formodeling dynamical
phenomena in the ;brain

specifically, in unihemispheric
-wave sleep
slow(USWS) in cetaceans and birds, poss
in lizards, and a similar
asymmetric
form ofbrain activity during
inapneic
sleep
humans.
With further study,
a deeper understanding of current
of the
notions
neural chimera
states
,along with
more qualities
said
ofstates
,may be discovered.
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Appendix(Programs)
%% Kuramoto - Program to search for Chimeral activity
% in the normal activity of a large group of
% simulated neurons.
close all
tic
%% Define the MANY constants/parameters (Noisy simulation)
% Time step, ms
dt = 0.01;
% Maximum conductance
g_sd = 0.25;
g_sr = 0.4;
g_d = 1.5;
g_r = 2.0;
g_l = 0.1;
% Time Constant
t_sd = 10;
t_sr = 20;
t_r = 2;
t_d = 0.05;
% Steepness
s_d = 0.25;
% negative in paper referenced
s_r = 0.25;
% negative in paper referenced
s_sd = 0.09;
% Half-activation potential
V_0d = -25;
V_0r = -25;
V_0sd = -40;
n = 0.012;
k = 0.17;
% Reversal Potential
V_sd = 50;
% = V_d
V_d = 50;
% = V_sd
V_sr = -90;
% = V_r
V_r = -90;
% = V_sr
V_l = -55;
d = 100; % changed from 0.5 NOISE!!
T_0 = 25;
% in degrees C
T = 30;
% in degrees C
C_M = 1;
g_a = 0.013;
% Coupling for group 1
g_btn = 0.001; %.003; % Coupling btwn group 1 and 2
tau=5800; %50 msec;

5800

% Sample size
Ndn = 18; totn = 18;
k_prime=0.02; % = 0.07;
% coupling constant 0.1 too big
kappa=1.2;
% Steps per neuron
maxstep = 500000;
big_delay = maxstep/2; %100000000; %10000;0 for internal coupling from
start
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% Establish Voltage Matrix
for ac = 1:totn
V(ac,1) = -75*rand;
and 0 mV
a_d(ac,1) = 0;
a_r(ac,1) = 0;
a_sd(ac,1) = 0;
a_sr(ac,1) = 0;
end

% heterogeneous i.c.'s between -75 mV

for xstep = 2:maxstep
count = 0;
dn = xstep;
for i = 1:totn
% Interpreting dn as column #
CiStor = 0;
ac = i;
% Gaussian White Noise
gw = sqrt(-4*d*dt*log(rand))*cos(2*pi*rand);
% Temperature-like scaling factors
rho = 1.3^((T - T_0)/10);
fi = 3.0^((T - T_0)/10);

% Passive Leak Current
I_l = g_l*(V(ac,dn-1) - V_l);

% Depolarizing H-H Current
a_dinf = 1/(1 + exp(-s_d*(V(ac,dn-1) - V_0d)));
a_d_dot = (fi*(a_dinf - a_d(ac,1)))/t_d;
I_d = rho*g_d*a_d(ac,1)*(V(ac,dn-1) - V_d);
a_d(ac,1) = a_d(ac,1) + a_d_dot*dt;
% Euler Step

% Repolarizing H-H Current
a_rinf = 1/(1 + exp(-s_r*(V(ac,dn-1) - V_0r)));
a_r_dot = (fi*(a_rinf - a_r(ac,1)))/t_r;
I_r = rho*g_r*a_r(ac,1)*(V(ac,dn-1) - V_r);
a_r(ac,1) = a_r(ac,1) + a_r_dot*dt;
% Euler Step

% Sub-threshold depolarizing current
a_sdinf = 1/(1 + exp(-s_sd*(V(ac,dn-1) - V_0sd)));
a_sd_dot = (fi*(a_sdinf - a_sd(ac,1)))/t_sd;
I_sd = rho*g_sd*a_sd(ac,1)*(V(ac,dn-1) - V_sd);
a_sd(ac,1) = a_sd(ac,1) + a_sd_dot*dt;
% Euler Step

% Sub-threshold repolarization Current
a_sr_dot = (fi*(-n*I_sd - k*a_sr(ac,1)))/t_sr;
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I_sr = rho*g_sr*a_sr(ac,1)*(V(ac,dn-1) - V_sr);
a_sr(ac,1) = a_sr(ac,1) + a_sr_dot*dt;
% Euler Step
% Coupling term and application
R = ac;
C = dn;
if xstep > tau
for kc = 1:(totn/2)
p = i + kc;
m = i - kc;
if p > totn
diffp = p -totn;
p = diffp;
end % p
if m == 0
m = totn;
end % m = 0
if m < 0
m = totn + m;
end
% m
d_p = kc;
d_m = kc;
if m==p
Ci = k_prime*(V(i,xstep-1)-V(m,xstep-tau))*exp(-kappa*d_m);
else
Ci = 2*k_prime*(2*V(i,xstep-1)-V(m,xstep-tau) -V(p,xsteptau))*exp(-kappa*d_m);
end
% m=p
CiStor= CiStor + Ci;
end % kc
% Change in Membrane potential V
V_dot =- I_l - I_d - I_r - I_sd - I_sr - gw + CiStor;
coupling term
V(ac,dn) = V(ac,dn-1) + V_dot*dt;
else
V_dot =- I_l - I_d - I_r - I_sd - I_sr - gw;
for t < tau
V(ac,dn) = V(ac,dn-1) + V_dot*dt;
end

%xstep>tau

end

%for i

end

% Xstep

% Plus

% no coupling term

toc
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%Spiketimes
%
clear all;
close all;
tic
load
Chimera_ga013_gbtn009N_gb013_delay_1250000_tau5800_noise100_voltage_het
maxstep=length(V);
size=6;
dt=0.01;
for ii=1:size
for jj=1:size
spikeindex(ii,jj)=0;
end;
end;
ISIcount_a=0;
ISIcount_b=0;
for i=1:size
for j=1:size
for k=1:maxstep-1
if((V(i,j,k+1)>-20)&&(V(i,j,k)<-20))
spikeindex(i,j)=spikeindex(i,j)+1;
spikecount=spikeindex(i,j);
spiketime(i,j,spikecount)=k*dt;
if (spikecount>1) && (k>maxstep/2) %we only want
histograms after the birds have flown
if i<=size/2
%ISI histograms for each
group
ISIcount_a=ISIcount_a+1;
ISI_a(ISIcount_a)= spiketime(i,j,spikecount)spiketime(i,j,spikecount-1);
else
ISIcount_b=ISIcount_b+1;
ISI_b(ISIcount_b)= spiketime(i,j,spikecount)spiketime(i,j,spikecount-1);
end;
end;
end;
end;
end;
end;
%sample phase differences in groups a and b
a1_ac=2;
a1_dn=1;
a2_ac=3;
a2_dn=2;
b1_ac=4;
b1_dn=4;
b2_ac=4;
b2_dn=5;
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for p=2:spikeindex(a1_ac,a1_dn) %1,1 -> 2,4
for i=2:spikeindex(a2_ac,a2_dn)
if((spiketime(a1_ac,a1_dn,p)>spiketime(a2_ac,a2_dn,i1))&&(spiketime(a1_ac,a1_dn,p)<spiketime(a2_ac,a2_dn,i)));
tspike_a(p)=spiketime(a1_ac,a1_dn,p);
phase_a(p)=(2*pi/(spiketime(a2_ac,a2_dn,i)spiketime(a2_ac,a2_dn,i-1)))*(spiketime(a1_ac,a1_dn,p)spiketime(a2_ac,a2_dn,i-1));
end;
end;
end;
%sample phase differences in group b
for p=2:spikeindex(b1_ac,b1_dn)
for i=2:spikeindex(b2_ac,b2_dn) %6,6 ->5,3
if((spiketime(b1_ac,b1_dn,p)>spiketime(b2_ac,b2_dn,i1))&&(spiketime(b1_ac,b1_dn,p)<spiketime(b2_ac,b2_dn,i)));
tspike_b(p)=spiketime(b1_ac,b1_dn,p);
phase_b(p)=(2*pi/(spiketime(b2_ac,b2_dn,i)spiketime(b2_ac,b2_dn,i-1)))*(spiketime(b1_ac,b1_dn,p)spiketime(b2_ac,b2_dn,i-1));
end;
end;
end;
toc
figure,subplot(2,1,1), plot(tspike_a,phase_a,'.k');
subplot(2,1,2), plot(tspike_b,phase_b,'.r');
for xstep=1:maxstep
V1a(xstep)=V(1,1,xstep);
V1b(xstep)=V(2,2,xstep);
V1c(xstep)=V(3,3,xstep);
V2e(xstep)=V(4,3,xstep);
V2f(xstep)=V(5,5,xstep);
V2g(xstep)=V(6,6,xstep);
end;
figure,
subplot(2,1,1), plot(V1a,'k'), hold on, plot(V1b,'k');
plot(V1c,'k');
subplot(2,1,2), plot(V2e,'r'), hold on, plot(V2f,'r');
plot(V2g,'r');

hold on,
hold on,

figure,
subplot(2,1,1), hist(ISI_a,100);
subplot(2,1,2), hist(ISI_b,100); text(50,100,'group b ISI histogram');
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%MeanField
clear all;
close all;
tic
load
Chimera_ga013_gbtn001N_gb013_delay_1250000_tau6200_noise100_voltage_het
maxstep=length(V);
size=6;
dt=0.01;
for k=1:2500000
VA(k)=0;
VB(k)=0;
countA=0;
countB=0;
for i=1:size
for j=1:size
if i<=size/2

%Mean field voltage in each

group
VA(k)=VA(k)+V(i,j,k);
countA=countA+1;
else
VB(k)=VB(k)+V(i,j,k);
countB=countB+1;
end;
end;
end;
VA(k)=VA(k)/countA;
VB(k)=VB(k)/countB;
end;
toc;
%
figure,
subplot(2,1,1), plot(VB,'r');
subplot(2,1,2), plot(VA,'k');
save Chimera_ga013_gab001N_tau6200_VA VA
save Chimera_ga013_gab001N_tau6200_VB VB
if (max(VA(1250001:2500000))>-30)&(max(VB(1250001:2500000))<-40)
chimera=1
else
chimera=0
end;
figure,
subplot(2,1,1), hist(ISI_a,100);
subplot(2,1,2), hist(ISI_b,100); text(50,100,'group b ISI histogram');

% SpiketimesKuramotoRevised
clear all;
close all;
tic
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load Kuramoto_tau4800_noise100_kprime0010_kappa_110_N54
V1=V;
load Kuramoto_tau4800_noise100_kprime0011_kappa_110_N54
V2=V;
maxstep2=length(V2);
maxstep=length(V1);
size=54;
dt=0.01;
for ii=1:size
spikeindex(ii)=0;
spikeindex2(ii)=0;
end;
for i=1:size
for k=1:maxstep-1
if((V1(i,k+1)>-20)&&(V1(i,k)<-20))
spikeindex(i)=spikeindex(i)+1;
spikecount=spikeindex(i);
spiketime(i,spikecount)=k*dt;
spikeplot(spikecount,i)=k*dt;
end;
end;
end;

for i=1:size
for k=1:maxstep2-1
if((V2(i,k+1)>-20)&&(V2(i,k)<-20))
spikeindex2(i)=spikeindex2(i)+1;
spikecount2=spikeindex2(i);
spiketime2(i,spikecount2)=k*dt;
spikeplot2(spikecount2,i)=k*dt;
end;
end;
end;
%
figure,subplot(2,1,1),plot(spikeplot(:,1:size),1:size,'black.','markers
ize',20); grid on;
subplot(2,1,2),plot(spikeplot2(:,1:size),1:size,'black.','markersize',
20); grid on;
toc
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